Abstract-Online monitoring user cardinalities (or degrees) in graph streams is fundamental for many applications. For example in a bipartite graph representing user-website visiting activities, user cardinalities (the number of distinct visited websites) are monitored to report network anomalies. These real-world graph streams may contain user-item duplicates and have a huge number of distinct user-item pairs, therefore, it is infeasible to exactly compute user cardinalities when memory and computation resources are limited. Existing methods are designed to approximately estimate user cardinalities, whose accuracy highly depends on parameters that are not easy to set. Moreover, these methods cannot provide anytime-available estimation, as the user cardinalities are computed at the end of the data stream. Realtime applications such as anomaly detection require that user cardinalities are estimated on the fly. To address these problems, we develop novel bit and register sharing algorithms, which use a bit array and a register array to build a compact sketch of all users' connected items respectively. Compared with previous bit and register sharing methods, our algorithms exploit the dynamic properties of the bit and register arrays (e.g., the fraction of zero bits in the bit array at each time) to significantly improve the estimation accuracy, and have low time complexity (O(1)) to update the estimations each time they observe a new useritem pair. In addition, our algorithms are simple and easy to use, without requirements to tune any parameter. We evaluate the performance of our methods on real-world datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our methods are several times more accurate and faster than state-of-the-art methods using the same amount of memory.
Abstract-Online monitoring user cardinalities (or degrees) in graph streams is fundamental for many applications. For example in a bipartite graph representing user-website visiting activities, user cardinalities (the number of distinct visited websites) are monitored to report network anomalies. These real-world graph streams may contain user-item duplicates and have a huge number of distinct user-item pairs, therefore, it is infeasible to exactly compute user cardinalities when memory and computation resources are limited. Existing methods are designed to approximately estimate user cardinalities, whose accuracy highly depends on parameters that are not easy to set. Moreover, these methods cannot provide anytime-available estimation, as the user cardinalities are computed at the end of the data stream. Realtime applications such as anomaly detection require that user cardinalities are estimated on the fly. To address these problems, we develop novel bit and register sharing algorithms, which use a bit array and a register array to build a compact sketch of all users' connected items respectively. Compared with previous bit and register sharing methods, our algorithms exploit the dynamic properties of the bit and register arrays (e.g., the fraction of zero bits in the bit array at each time) to significantly improve the estimation accuracy, and have low time complexity (O(1)) to update the estimations each time they observe a new useritem pair. In addition, our algorithms are simple and easy to use, without requirements to tune any parameter. We evaluate the performance of our methods on real-world datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our methods are several times more accurate and faster than state-of-the-art methods using the same amount of memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world networks are given in the form of graph streams. Calling network is such an example with nodes representing users and an edge representing a call from one user to another. When web surfing activities are modeled as a bipartite graph stream where users and items refer to network hosts and websites respectively, an edge represents a visit by a user to a website. Monitoring the cardinalities (or degrees) of users in these networks is fundamental for many applications such as network anomaly detection [17] , [54] , [36] , [51] , where a user's cardinality is defined to be * Peng Jia, Jing Tao and Xiaohong Guan are corresponding authors. the number of distinct users/items that the user connects to in the regular/bipartite graph stream of interest. Due to the large-size and high-speed nature of these graph streams, it is infeasible to collect the entire graph especially when the computation and memory resources are limited. For example, network routers have fast but very small memories, which leads their traffic monitoring modules incapable to exactly compute the cardinalities of network users. Therefore, it is important to develop fast and memory efficient algorithms to approximately compute user cardinalities over time.
Compared with using a counter to record a user's frequency (i.e., the number of times the user occurred) over time, one needs to build a hash table of distinct occurred edges to handle edge duplicates in graph streams when computing user cardinalities. Therefore, computing user cardinalities is more complex and difficult than computing user frequencies for large data streams, and frequency estimation methods such as Count-Min sketch [10] fails to approximate user cardinalities. To address this challenge, a variety of cardinality estimation methods such as Linear-Time Probabilistic Counting (LPC) [46] and HyperLogLog (HLL) [19] are developed to approximately compute cardinalities. An LPC/HLL sketch consists of m bits/registers, where m is a parameter affecting the estimation accuracy. Since user cardinalities are not known in advance and change over time, one needs to set m large (e.g., thousand) to achieve reasonable accuracy for each user, whose cardinality may vary over a large range. However, this method wastes considerable memory because a large value of m is not necessary for most users, which have small cardinalities. To solve this problem, [54] , [50] , [43] , [47] develop different virtual sketch methods to compress each user's LPC/HLL sketch into a large bit/register array shared by all users. These virtual sketch methods build each user's virtual LPC/HLL sketch using m bits/registers randomly selected from the large bit/register array. This significantly reduces memory usage because each bit/register may be used by more than one user. However, bits/registers in a user's virtual LPC/HLL sketch may be contaminated by other users.
We refer to these bits/registers as "noisy" bits/registers. In practice, most users have small cardinalities and their virtual LPC/HLL sketches tend to contain many "noisy" bits/registers, which results in large estimation errors. Another limitation of existing methods is that they are unable to report user cardinalities on the fly, because they are customized to estimate user cardinalities after all the data has been observed. For real-time applications like on-line anomaly detection, it is important to track user cardinalities in real-time. For example, network monitoring systems are required to detect abnormal IP addresses such as super spreaders (i.e., IP addresses with cardinalities larger than a specified threshold) on the fly. Moreover, online monitoring of IP address cardinalities over time also facilitates online detection of stealthy attacks launched from a subclass of IP addresses.
To address the above challenges, we develop two novel streaming algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS to accurately estimate user cardinalities over time. We summarize our main contributions as:
• Compared with previous bit and register sharing methods, our algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS exploit the dynamic properties of the bit and register arrays over time (e.g., the fraction of zero bits in the bit array at each time) to significantly improve the estimation accuracy. To be more specific, FreeBS/FreeRS allows the number of bits/registers used by a user to dynamically increase as its cardinality increases over time and each user can use all shared bits/registers, which results in more accurate user cardinality estimations.
• Our algorithms report user cardinality estimations on the fly and allow to track user cardinalities in real-time. The time complexity is reduced from O(m) in state-of-the-art methods CSE [50] and vHLL [47] to O(1) for updating user cardinality estimations each time they observe a new user-item pair.
• We evaluate the performance of our methods on real-world datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that our methods are orders of magnitude faster and up to 10,000 times more accurate than state-of-the-art methods using the same amount of memory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation is presented in Section II. Section III introduces preliminaries. Section IV presents our algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS. The performance evaluation and testing results are presented in Section V. Section VI summarizes related work. Concluding remarks then follow.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
To formally define our problem, we first introduce some notation. Let Γ = e
(1) e (2) · · · be the graph stream of interest consisting of a sequence of edges. Note that an edge in Γ may appear more than once. In this paper, we focus on bipartite graph streams consisting of edges between users and items. Our methods however easily extend to regular graphs. Let S and D denote the user and item sets, respectively. For t = 1, 2, . . ., let e (t) = (s (t) , d (t) ) denote the t th edge of Γ, where s (t) ∈ S and d (t) ∈ D are the user and the item of e (t) respectively. Let N (t) s denote the set of distinct items that user s connects to before and including time t. Define n
s | to be the cardinality of user s at time t. Then,
s | is the sum of all user cardinalities at time t. In this paper, we develop fast and accurate methods for estimating user cardinalities at times t = 1, 2, . . . using a limited amount of memory. When no confusion arises, we omit the superscript (t) to ease exposition. 
III. PRELIMINARIES
s the number of zero bits in B s at time t. Then, the expectation of
The range ofn
, and its expectation and variance are computed as
2) HyperLogLog: To estimate the cardinality of user s, HyperLogLog (HLL) [19] is developed based on the FlajoletMartin (FM) sketch [20] 
At time t, Flajolet et al. [19] estimate n where α m is the following constant to correct for bias 
where δ 1 and δ 2 represent oscillating functions of a tiny amplitude (e.g., |δ 1 (n
as soon as m ≥ 16) which can be safely neglected for all practical purposes, and β m is a constant for a specific m, e.g., β 16 ≈ 1.106, β 32 ≈ 1.070, β 64 ≈ 1.054, β 128 ≈ 1.046, and β ∞ ≈ 1.039. Sincen (t,HLL) s is severely biased for small cardinalities, HLL treats the HLL sketch R s as an LPC sketch (i.e., a bitmap of m bits) when
s is the number of registers among R s [1], . . ., R s [m] that equal 0 at time t. Therefore, we easily find that LPC outperforms HLL for small cardinalities under the same memory usage.
3) Discussions: To compute all user cardinalities, one can use an LPC or HLL sketch to estimate each user cardinality. Clearly, using a small m, LPC and HLL will exhibit large errors for users with large cardinalities. Most user cardinalities are small and assigning an LPC/HLL sketch with large m to each user in order to accurately estimate large user cardinalities is wasteful as LPC and HLL do not require to set a large m to achieve reasonable estimation accuracy for users with small cardinalities. In practice, the user cardinalities are not known in advance and vary over time. Therefore, it is difficult to set an optimal value of m when using LPC and HLL to estimate all user cardinalities. In the next subsection, we introduce state-of-the-art methods to address this problem, and also discuss their shortcomings.
B. Estimating All User Cardinalities 1) CSE: Compressing LPC Sketches of All Users into a Shared Bit Array: As shown in Figure 1 (a), CSE [50] consists of a large bit array A and m independent hash functions f 1 (s), ..., f m (s), each mapping users to {1, . . . , M }, where M is the length of the one dimensional bit array A. Similar to LPC, CSE builds a virtual LPC sketch for each user and embeds LPC sketches of all users in A. For user s, its virtual LPC sketchB s consists of m bits selected randomly from A by the group of hash functions f 1 (s), ..., f m (s), that iŝ
Each bit in A is initially set to zero. When a user-item pair (s, d) arrives, CSE sets the h(d) th bit inB s to one. Similar to LPC, h(d) is a uniform hash function with range {1, . . . , m}.
s be the number of zero bits inB s and U (t) be the number of zero bits in A at time t. A user's virtual LPC sketch can be viewed as a regular LPC sketch containing "noisy" bits (e.g., the bit in red and bold in Figure 1 (a) ), that are wrongly set from zero to one by items of other users. To remove the estimation error introduced by "noisy" bits, Yoon et al. [50] estimate n
On the right-hand side of the above equation, the first term is the same as the regular LPC, and the second term corrects the error introduced by "noisy" bits. The bias and variance ofn (t,CSE) s are given by eqs. (23) and (24) in the original paper [50] .
2) vHLL: Compressing HLL Sketches of All Users into a Shared Bit Array: Xiao et al. [47] 
When a user-item pair (s, d) arrives, it maps the item to a pair of two random variables h(d) and ρ(d), where h(d) is an integer uniformly selected from {1, . . . , m} at random, and ρ(d) is a random integer drawn from a Geometric(1/2) distribution, which is similar to HLL. We can easily find that the h(d) th element in the virtual HLL sketch of user s is
A user's virtual HLL sketch can be viewed as a regular HLL containing "noisy" registers (e.g., the register in red and bold in Figure 1 (b)), which are wrongly set by items of other users. To remove the estimation error introduced by "noisy" registers, Xiao et al. [47] estimate n
, where α m is the same as that of HLL. For the two terms between the parentheses on the right-hand side of the above equation, the first term is the same as the regular HLL, and the second term corrects the error introduced by "noisy" registers. Similar to the regular HLL, the first term is replaced by −m lnÛ
), where n
s counts the total number of distinct user-item pairs occurred before and including time t.
C. Unsolved Challenges Challenge 1: It is difficult to set parameter m for both CSE and vHLL. The estimation accuracy of CSE and vHLL highly depends on the value of m, as we can see in above discussions. Increasing m introduces more "unused" bits in virtual LPC sketches of occurred users, which can become contaminated with noise. Here "unused" bits refer to the bits in a user's virtual LPC sketch that no user-item pairs of the user are hashed into. However, decreasing m introduces large estimation errors for users with large cardinalities. Similarly, vHLL also confronts the same challenge in determining an optimal m. Later our experimental results will also verify that errors increase with m for users with small cardinalities under CSE and vHLL. Challenge 2: It is computationally intensive to estimate user cardinalities for all values of t. At each time, both CSE and vHLL require time complexity O(m) to compute the cardinality of a single user. When applied to compute cardinalities for all users in S at all times, CSE and vHLL have to be repeatedly called and will incur high computational cost, which prohibits their application to high speed streams in an on-line manner.
IV. OUR METHODS
In this section, we present our streaming algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS for estimating user cardinalities over time. FreeBS and FreeRS are designed based on two novel bit sharing and register sharing techniques, respectively. The basic idea behind our methods can be summarized as: Unlike vHLL/CSE mapping each user's items into m M bits/registers, FreeBS/FreeRS randomly maps user-item pairs into all M bits/registers in the bit/register array. Thus, users with larger cardinalities (i.e., connecting to a larger number of items) tend to use more bits/registers. For each user-item pair e (t) = (s (t) , d (t) ) occurred at time t, we discard it when updating e (t) does not change any bit/register in the bit/register array shared by all users. Otherwise, e (t) is a new user-item pair that does not occur before time t, and we increase the cardinality estimation of user s (t) by 1 q (t) , where q (t) is defined as the probability that a new user-item pair changes any bit/register in the bit/register array at time t. To some extent, the above procedure can be viewed as a sampling method such that each new user-item pair arriving at time t is sampled with probability q (t) and each user's cardinality is estimated using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator [25] .
A. FreeBS: Parameter-Free Bit Sharing
Data Structure. The pseudo-code for FreeBS is shown as Algorithm 1. FreeBS consists of a one-dimensional bit array B of length M , where each bit B[j], 1 ≤ j ≤ M , is initialized to zero. In addition, FreeBS uses a hash function h * (e) to uniformly and independently map each user-item pair e = (s, d) to an integer in {1, . . . , M } at random, i.e., P (h
Note that h * (e) differs from the hash function h(s) used by CSE that maps user s to an integer in {1, . . . , M } at random. Update Procedure. When a user-item pair e = (s, d) arrives at time t, FreeBS first computes a random variable h * (e), and then sets B[h * (e)] to one, i.e., B[h
0 denote the set of the indices corresponding to zero bits in B at time t. Formally,
denote the cardinality estimate for user s at time t. We initializen (0,FreeBS) s to 0. Next, we describe Algorithm 1: The pseudo-code for FreeBS.
0 | denote the number of zero bits in B at time t. Let q (t) B denote the probability of e changing a bit in B from 0 to 1 at time t. Formally, q (t) B is defined as
Let 1(P) denote the indicator function that equals 1 when predicate P is true and 0 otherwise. Besides setting B[h * (e)] to 1 at time t with the arrival of user-item pair e = (s, d), we also update the cardinality estimate of user s aŝ
For any other user s ∈ S\{s}, we keep its cardinality estimate unchanged, i.e.,n
. We easily find that q (t) B can be fast computed incrementally. That is, we initialize q
(1) B to 1, and incrementally compute q
Hence, the time complexity of FreeBS for processing each user-item pair is O(1).
s denote the set of the first occurrence times of user-item pairs associated with user s in stream Γ. Formally, we define T
Theorem 1: The expectation and variance ofn
Proof e) ] changes from 0 to 1), and 0 otherwise. We easily haven
For each δ e (i) , we have
B }. Then, we have
s , are independent of each other. Then, we have
The variance ofn
In what follows we derive the formula for E(
). For j specific distinct bits in B, there exist j!τ (n (i) , j) ways to map n (i) distinct user-item pairs occurred in stream Γ before and including time i into these bits given that each bit has at least one user-item pair, where τ (n (i) , j), the Stirling number of the second kind [2] , is computed as
In addition, there exist M j ways to select j distinct bits from B, therefore we have
Then, we have
Next
From [46] (eqs. (5) and (6) in [46] ), we easily have E(q , which are initialized to zero. In addition, FreeRS also uses a hash function h * (e) to randomly map each user-item pair e = (s, d) to an integer in {1, . . . , M } and another function ρ * (e) that maps e to a random integer in {1, 2, . . .} according to a Geometric(1/2) distribution. Note that h * (e) and ρ * (e) differ from hash functions h(s) and ρ(s) used by vHLL, which map user u to a random integer in {1, . . . , M } and {1, 2, . . .}, respectively. Update Procedure. When user-item pair e = (s, d) arrives at time t, FreeRS first computes two random variables h * (e) and ρ * (e), and then updates
Let q (t)
R denote the probability of e changing the value of a register among R[1], . . . , R[M ] at time t. Formally, q (t) R is defined as
Algorithm 2: The pseudo-code for FreeRS. 
B , we compute q (t) R incrementally. In detail, we initialize q
(1) R = 1 and incrementally compute q
Hence, the time complexity of FreeRS for processing each user-item pair is also O(1). Error Analysis. We derive the error ofn (t,FreeRS) s as follows: Theorem 2: The expectation and variance ofn
Proof. Let ξ e denote an indicator equal to 1 when processing a user-item pair e incurs a value change of any R[1], . . . , R[M ], and 0 otherwise. We havê
For each ξ e (i) , we have
Similar to FreeBS, define
Therefore, we obtain
s ) are independent of each other. Similar to FreeBS, the variance ofn
It is easily shown that Var(E(n
tracks the maximum value of function ρ * (·) for user-item pairs in sub-stream Γ j . At time i, assume that n j distinct user-item pairs have occurred in Γ j . Then, P (R (i) [j] = k j |n j ) = γ nj ,kj . Therefore,
.
An exact expression for E(
) is easily derived. However, it is too complex to analyze. Hence, we introduce a method to approximate E(
C. Discussions
FreeBS vs CSE. FreeBS outperforms CSE in three aspects: (1) FreeBS can estimate cardinalities up to
which is larger than the maximum cardinality m ln m allowed by CSE; (2) FreeBS exhibits a smaller estimation error than CSE. From [39] , we find that the expectation and the variance of estimationn (t,CSE) s given by CSE are
M is the fraction of zero bits in the shared bit array at time t. We find that CSE exhibits a large bias when n (t) s m, while FreeBS is unbiased. When m is large (e.g., m approaches to M ), FreeBS and CSE perform nearly the same bit setting operations but use their different cardinality estimators. Then, we have E(
). From Theorem 2, therefore, we easily have
3) FreeBS has complexity O(1) to update user cardinality estimates each time it observes a new user-item pair, while CSE has complexity O(m). 
, while the variance of vHLL is
FreeBS vs FreeRS. We observe that 1) FreeBS is faster than FreeRS. For each coming user-item pair e, FreeBS only computes h * (e) to select and set a bit, but FreeRS needs to compute both h * (e) and ρ * (e) to select and update a register; 2) Under the same memory usage, we compare the accuracy of FreeBS using M bits and FreeRS using M/w registers, where w is the number of bits in a register. From Theorems 1 and 2, we have
M ≥ 0.772w. Therefore, FreeRS is more accurate than FreeBS for users not appearing among the first 0.772wM distinct user-item pairs presented on stream Γ. Flajolet et al. [19] observe that HLL exhibits a large error for estimating small cardinalities. To solve this problem, they view a register of HLL as a bit of LPC and estimate the cardinality based on the fraction of registers that equal 0. When n (i) M/w, we easily find that q
is approximately computed as the fraction of registers that equal 0 at time i, and we have E(
) because the number of bits in FreeBS is w times larger than the number of registers in FreeRS under the same memory usage. It indicates that FreeBS is more accurate than FreeRS for users whose user-item pairs appear early in stream Γ.
V. EVALUATION A. Datasets
In our experiments, we used a variety of publicly available real-world datasets to evaluate the performance of our methods in comparison with state-of-the-art methods, which are summarized in Table I . Dataset sanjose (resp. chicago) consists of one-hour passive traffic traces collected from the equinixsanjose (resp. equinix-chicago) data collection monitors during March 20, 2014. Twitter, Flickr, Orkut and LiveJournal are all graph-datasets where each edge represents social relationship between any two users and may occur more than once in these datasets. Figure 2 shows the CCDFs of user cardinalities for all datasets used in our experiments. 
B. Baselines
FreeBS and CSE [50] are bit-sharing algorithms, while FreeRS and vHLL [47] are register-sharing algorithms, where each register consists of 5 bits, i.e., w = 5. To compare our methods with these two methods under the same memory size, we let FreeBS and CSE have M bits, whereas FreeRS and vHLL have M/5 5-bit registers. Moreover, both CSE and vHLL use virtual sketches to record the cardinality of each user, and we set m (i.e., the number of bits/registers in the virtual sketch) to be the same for both methods. LPC [46] and HyperLogLog++ [23] (short for HLL++) build a sketch for each user s ∈ S to record items that s connects to. Specially, HLL++ is an optimized method of HyperLogLog, which uses 6 bits for each register, and implements bias correction and sparse representation strategies to improve cardinality estimation performance. In our experiments, under the same memory size M , we let LPC have M |S| bits and HLL++ have M 6|S| 6-bit registers for each user respectively.
In this paper, we aim to compute the cardinalities of all users at each time t = 1, 2, . . .. At each time t, enumerating each occurred user and computing its cardinality requires time O(|S (t) |m) for methods CSE, vHLL, LPC, and HLL++, where S (t) is the set of occurred users before and include time t. It is computationally intensive and thus is prohibitive for estimating all users' cardinalities over time t. To solve this problem, we allocate each occurred user s a countern s to keep tracking of u's cardinality for CSE, vHLL, LPC, and HLL++. For each edge e (t) = (s (t) , d (t) ) arriving at time t, we only estimate the cardinality of user s (t) for CSE, vHLL, LPC, and HLL++, and then update its countern s (t) and keep the counters of the other occurred users unchanged, which reduces time complexity from O(|S (t) |m) to O(m). To track all users' cardinalities over time, therefore, all methods FreeRS, FreeBS, CSE, vHLL, LPC, and HLL++ require a counter for each user, and we do not consider this memory usage in our comparisons.
C. Metrics
In our experiments, we use a fine-grained metric relative standard error (RSE) to evaluate the performance of estimating the cardinality for any user with a particular cardinality n at time t. Smaller RSE indicates better performance of cardinality estimation. Formally, we define
D. Runtime
For CSE, vHLL, LPC and HLL++, its runtime is mainly determined by the number of bits/registers in each user's (virtual) sketch, because estimating a user's cardinality needs to enumerate m bits/registes in the user's sketch, which requires large time complexity O(m). On the contrary, our methods FreeBS and FreeRS have low time complexity O(1) to process each coming element and update the counter for its user. In our experiments, we vary the number of bits/registers in the sketch m to compare the runtime of all six methods. In this case, we record the runtime required for processing each element and updating the cardinality of the user, and then average the update time for all users in the datasets. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . As m increases, the runtime of all four methods CSE, vHLL, LPC and HLL++ increases. Our methods FreeBS and FreeRS are substantially faster than other four methods for different m. Also we notice that CSE is faster than vHLL and FreeBS is faster than FreeRS, this is because register sharing based methods perform more operations than bitmap sharing methods for processing each element.
E. Accuracy
Whenever an element e = (s, d) arrives, we implemented all six methods to estimate the cardinality of the user s. Figure 4 shows the experimental results when all elements in the dataset Orkut arrive. In our experiments, we fixed the memory size M = 5 × 10 8 bits, and the number of bits/register in the virtual sketch for CSE/vHLL was set to m = 1, 024. Under the fixed memory size, each user in the dataset Orkut used 167 bits for LPC and 28 6-bit registers for HLL++ respectively. Points close to the diagonal linen
s indicate better cardinality estimation accuracy. From Figure 4 , we observe that our methods FreeBS and FreeRS are more accurate than other four methods for different actual cardinalities. CSE and LPC have limited estimation ranges and LPC exhibits extremely bad estimation performance especially for larger cardinalities, therefore we omit the experimental results of LPC in the later experiments. Furthermore, we used the metric RSE to compare the estimation errors of our methods with those of CSE, vHLL and HLL++ at a fine-grained level. Figure 5 shows the RSEs of all methods for all datasets in Table I . We can see that our methods FreeBS and FreeRS are up to 10,000 times more accurate than CSE, vHLL, and HLL++. Bit sharing method FreeBS (resp. CSE) is more accurate than register sharing method FreeRS (resp. vHLL) for characterizing users with small cardinalities. For users with large cardinalities, register sharing method FreeRS (resp. vHLL) outperforms bit sharing method FreeBS (resp. CSE). Specially, the RSE of CSE first decreases and then increases as the actual cardinality increases. This is because CSE has a small estimation range, i.e., m ln m, which is consistent with the original paper [50] . Meanwhile, HLL++ is more accurate than CSE and vHLL for small cardinalities due to its bias correction strategy. Because each user uses fewer registers for HLL++ than vHLL, HLL++ performs larger estimation errors than vHLL for large cardinalities. 
F. Case Study: Detecting Super Spreaders over Time
We implemented methods FreeBS, FreeRS, CSE, vHLL, and HLL++ to detect super spreaders over time, where a super spreader refers to a user connecting to at least ∆n (t) items at time t, where n (t) is the sum of all user cardinalities at time t and 0 < ∆ < 1 is a relative threshold. In our experiments, we set memory size M = 5 × 10 8 bits and the number of bits/registers in the virtual sketch m = 1, 024. We used two metrics false negative ratio (FNR) and false positive ratio (FPR) to evaluate performance, where FNR is the ratio of the number of super spreaders not detected to the number of super spreaders, and FPR is the ratio of the number of users that are wrongly detected as super spreaders to the number of all users. Figure 6 shows experimental results of all five methods for detecting super spreaders over time in dataset sanjose. We observe that both FreeBS and FreeRS are more accurate than other three methods for detecting super spreaders over time. 4 to 20 times smaller than other three methods. Table II shows the results for all datasets when all elements arrive. We notice that our methods FreeBS and FreeRS outperform other three methods on all datasets.
VI. RELATED WORK
Sketch methods use small amount of memory to quickly build compressive summaries of large data streams, and have been successfully used for applications such as heavy hitter detection [15] , [16] , [11] , [12] , [52] , [51] , heavy change detection [27] , [9] , [38] , super host detection [54] , [4] , [50] , [42] , [43] , [44] , cardinality distribution estimation [6] , [45] , network flow size estimation [13] , [24] , [49] , [28] , [37] , [29] , [30] , [33] , and network traffic entropy estimation [32] , [53] . Next, we discuss existing cardinality estimation methods in detail.
Estimating data streams' cardinalities. To estimate the cardinality of a large data stream (i.e., the number of distinct elements in the data stream), Whang et al. [46] develop the first sketch method LPC. LPC can only estimate cardinalities less than m ln m, where m is the size of the LPC sketch. Therefore, it needs to set a large m to handle data streams with large cardinalities. [17] , [5] combine LPC and different sampling methods to enlarge the estimation range. Flajolet and Martin [20] develop a sketch method FM, which uses a register to estimate the data stream's cardinality and provides a cardinality estimation bounded by 2 w , where w is the number of bits in the register. To further improve the accuracy and decrease the memory usage, sketch methods MinCount [3] , LogLog [14] , HyperLogLog [19] , HyperLogLog++ [23] , RoughEstimator [26] , and HLL-TailCut+ [48] are developed to use a list of m registers and compress the size of each register from 32 bits to 5 or 4 bits under the same estimation range of 2 32 . [22] , [34] develop several cardinality estimators based on order statistics of observed samples. Ting [40] introduces the concept of an area cutting process to generally model the above sketch methods and provides a martingale based estimator to further improve the accuracy of these methods. Chen et.al [7] extend HyperLogLog to estimate the cardinality over sliding windows. Besides these sketch methods, sampling methods Wegman's adaptive sampling [18] and distinct sampling [21] are also developed for estimating a large stream's cardinality, while Flajolet et al. [19] reveal that the memory efficiency of these two sampling methods is even worse than the original FM method. Recently, [8] , [41] developed methods using the above sketch methods to estimate the cardinalities of set unions and intersections. Estimating all user cardinalities. Significant attention has been paid to develop sketch methods to estimate the cardinalities of network hosts (or users) over high speed links. To achieve a desired accuracy, the above methods require a large number of bits/registers for each host because host cardinalities are unknown in advance and vary over a large range. This is not memory efficient because most hosts have small cardinalities. To solve this problem, [54] , [50] , [43] , [47] develop different virtual sketch methods to compress the LPC/HLL sketches of all hosts into a large bit/register array shared by all hosts. Zhao et al. [54] propose a virtual sketch method, which consists of a list of LPC sketches (i.e., a twodimensional bit array). For each host, they randomly select k (k is usually set to 2 or 3) LPC sketches from the list shared by all hosts. Note that each LPC in the list may be used by more than one hosts, which introduces "noisy" bits in a host's LPCs. To remove the error introduced by "noisy" bits, Zhao et al. [54] develop a method to estimate a host's cardinality based on its k LPC sketches. To further reduce the memory usage, [50] , [43] generate each host's virtual LPC sketch by selecting m bits from a large one-dimensional bit array at random. All these virtual sketch methods [50] , [43] have to set a large value of m (e.g., thousand) to achieve reasonable accuracy for host cardinalities over a large range. It results in large estimation errors, because most hosts have small cardinalities and many bits in their virtual LPC sketches tend to be contaminated by "noisy" bits. To reduce "noisy" bits in virtual LPC sketches, [39] builds a small regular LPC sketch for each host, which also provides information for estimating the host cardinality. As we mentioned, these LPC based virtual sketch methods have small estimation ranges bounded by m ln m. To enlarge the estimation range, [47] develop a sketch method vHLL, which generates a virtual HLL sketch by randomly selecting m registers from a large register array shared by all hosts. To achieve desired accuracy for host cardinalities over a large range, [47] also needs to set a large value of m. However, it results in a high computational cost and large estimation errors for network hosts with small cardinalities, in which virtual HLL sketches include many "noisy" registers. In addition, the above virtual sketch methods are customized to nonstreaming settings, i.e., estimate host cardinalities at the end of an interval, and are computationally expensive to be extended to streaming settings.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we develop two novel streaming algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS to accurately estimate user cardinalities over time. Compared to existing bit/register sharing methods using (i.e., selecting) only m bits/registers for each user, FreeBS/FreeRS enables that the number of bits/registers used by a user dynamically increases as its cardinality increases over time and each user can use all shared bits/registers. It is therefore capable to estimate user cardinalities over a large range. For example, existing bit sharing methods can be only used to estimate user cardinalities over the range [0, m ln m]. Our method FreeBS enlarges the range to [0, M ln M ], where M is the total number of bits/registers used by all users. In addition, our algorithms FreeBS and FreeRS exploit dynamic properties of shared bits/registers to significantly improve estimation accuracy. They are simple yet effective, and sharply reduce time complexity of computing all user cardinalities to O(1) each time they observe a new user-item pair. We conduct experiments on real-world datasets, and experimental results demonstrate that our methods FreeBS and FreeRS significantly outperform state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and computational time. In future, we plan to extend our methods to applications such as SDN routers to monitor anomalies.
